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Our company has been established since 2007. We are proud 
of being a leader of gastronomic bikes as well as sales 
concepts. We offer the greatest number of mobile devices in  
Europe. In our offer you may find for instance a coffee bike, an ice 
cream bike or a hot dog bike.



MULTI-FUNCTIONALITY  
BASED ON EXPERIENCE



BUSINESS CONCEPT  
THAT GENERATES PROFITS
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Do you know anyone who doesn’t 
like ice creams? We don’t think 
so… With our ice cream bike you 
may reach your customers without 
opening an ice-cream shop.

ICE CREAM BIKE › HIGHLIGHTS

Classic look, a boat-shaped box, 
and a simple, but elegant roof make 
the bike unique and spectacular.  

Our mobile power system guarantees 
a possibility of working all day without 
necessity of connection to an electrical 
network.
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The double tube frame ensures stable driving as well as solidity of the 
whole construction. It’s screwed to the front part of a bike so it can be 
disassemble easily during servicing or shipping. While placing an or-
der, it is possible to choose a color of the bike frame (RAL color chart).

firm bike frame

We designed strong wheels with a diameter of 60 cm 
which make moving around a city facile and com-
fortable.

strong 21”  wheels

A turning radius was optimized so a bike can easily 
cross the streets. Turning limiters are responsible for 
safety and guarantee stability of a bike.

turning radius:  4  m

ICE CREAM BIKE › FEATURES

hydraulic brakes with an 
option of parking brake

The strongest brakes available on the market guar-
antee safe driving. A parking brake facilitates placing  
a bike while working.

A huge pushing handle not only looks good but also 
facilitates riding on a bike. The handle is made of  
a round stainless steel profile and it will survive even 
the farthest trips.

huge pushing handle
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A roof is made of waterproof Cordura fabric. It is 
strong and resistant to mechanical damage. In order 
to wash the fabric, you can easily take it off from a 
frame. You can choose the color of the material, and 
moreover we can put your company logo on it.

A bike includes a built-in sink in which you may wash 
your hands, or some accessories. It is connected with 
water containers.

To make your bike unique, we may paint it with any 
color (RAL color chart). Moreover, you can choose a 
different color for a box and for a frame - it will be 
more interesting!

To increase the quality, and to improve cleanliness of 
work, we designed a stainless steel top which is easy 
to clean and resistant to mechanical damage.

You can open all the cabinets using one master key. 
If the key is lost, we will provide you with a new set 
of keys.

To increase a storage space, we add a box carrier 
to your bike. A folding cabinet with a dimension of 
600x400x400 h may easily hold useful items.

waterproof fabric roof

built- in sink

stainless steel box

stainless steel top

master key

storage box
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A clean water container with a capacity of 8l as 
equipped with a water infusion, Inside a container we 
used special division which guarantees that water 
won’t spill out during moving. A dirty water container 
with a capacity 6l can be cleared out by installed valve. 
Moreover, you can easily remove water containers in 
order to clean them.

We guarantee that a boat-shaped box will attract 
customers. Laser cutting and perfect details makes 
your bike outstanding.

To facilitate defrosting of a display, we designed  
a special drain which is located in a bottom part of 
bike. You just need to turn a display off to defrost the 
ice which will go out through a drain.

In our bike, we use reliable mobile power technology 
which consist of gel batteries, a charger, an a converter. 
Changing is extremely easy - all you need to do this is 
to connect the installation to a plug using typical 230 
V cable; it last about 6 hours. The installation includes 
a display on which you can check the battery level.

A built-in freezing device with 7 pozzetti plus an 
additional 7 underneath as a spare h, and retro style 
lids. Inside a display, there is a fan (12V). Temperature 
control between -12C and -21C.

water container

unique design drain

electrical installation ice cream display for 7  pozzetti
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COLOR OF MATERIAL ROOFCOLORS OF STEEL BOX

ral palette black brown

cappuccino white
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Discover the full 
range of accessories 
in the dedicated  
catalogue
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Box dimensions (mm):
1800x800x690 h

Bike dimensions (mm):
 3200x1100x2200 h

Height after folding the roof:
1700 h

Space in the rear storage box (mm): 
360x560x360 h

Weight (kg):  
250 kg

Drive type: 
fixed-gear bicycle

Electric drive: 
optional

Brake type: 
hydraulic with parking option

Table top material:  
stainless steel

Box material:  
RAL painted steel

Execution of the roof structure:  
stainless steel

Roof finishing:  
gummed Cordura

Front wheel size: 21”

Rear wheel size: 20”

220.0

108.0

180.0

320.0
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80.0

100.0
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power supply – how does it  work?

Due to reliable mobile power technology, gastronomic bikes 
may work up to 48 hours. A source of power for our bikes 
are gel batteries which are environmentally-friendly as they 
do not expend dangerous emissions of sulphuric acid. Their 
ABS case guarantees safety during moving. The installation 
includes battery, converter and external charger. Charging 
time is approximately 6 hours. The installation includes a 
display on which you can check the battery level. Do not 
overcharge the devices. Overtaking the average parameters 
may cause damages in a converter. Do not discharge the 
battery completely as it may impact its durability.

what is a carrying capacity of a bike?

Total permitted weight including a person, devices,  
and products is 500 kg.

it  is  possible to order a bike from which 
I  can sell ice creams,  coffee,  juices and 
sandwiches at the same time?

Such an extensive sales profile is not possible while 
considering a gastronomic bike. Because of a limited 
space available on a bike, you need to define a product you 
will sell. It is necessary to reach a compromise between 
accessories (appropriate devices), size (to be mobile it can’t 
be too big), storage cabinets (selling too many products, 
there won’t be enough space to storage them), and electric 
installation (size of a battery, and gas cylinder). Therefore, 
we recommend to consider a product you would like to sell 
from a bike.

can i  r ide on a gastronomic bike 
comfortably?

On a flat surface you can ride on a bike comfortably. You 
need to be careful on bumpy roads, as well as on kerbs. 
Overcoming long distance may be burdensome because of 
the weight of a bike. If a place where you storage a bike 
is located far from a sale place, we recommend electric 
engine or to transport a bike by car or trailer.

how can i  order a bike?

You need to choose a bike, accessories, and a colour of a 
bike. We prepare a technical drawing with a description to 
make sure everything is clear. If necessary, we can make a 
visualisation which costs 300 PLN net.

While placing an order, you need to pay 50% of the total 
amount as a advanced payment. The other 50% need to be 
paid before delivery of a bike. A bike may be shipped while 
to total amount was paid. If it is possible, we recommend 
you to come and check a bike before shipment.
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are the price and a payment method 
negotiable?

The price should be set individually with your local distributor. 
Special discounts are available from 3 bikes purchased one-
time. While ordering one bike, the price is constant.

A production of a bike takes 5-6 weeks. Sometimes, it is 
possible to produce a bike a little bit faster - it depends on 
the quantity of orders on our production. In case of busy 
time on production, the term may be extended, and we 
always inform about it. You should remember that while  
a bike is ready and, for example, we will receive your 
payment few days later, a load time will be longer.

is  a shipment included?

No. The service is provided by an external company.  
Please note that we are not responsible for the delivery time.
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+48 887 448 834

info@gastro-bike.com

www.gastro-bike.com

@gastro_bikeal. Dygasińskiego 42/3, 
30-820 Kraków

JG GASTRO

facebook.com/Gastro-Bikecom

CONTACT US


